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as well as the new maps, the vehicle pool has doubled to 30 buses, including those by volvo,
alexander dennis, scania, byd, grande west, and blue bird. with 30 buses, the city and rural areas of
indonesia have also been extended in size. with a balance of realism and control while being easy to
get into, bus simulator is perfect for casual players as well as hardcore fans of the series. in addition

to the enhanced graphics and steering controls, the in-app purchases are also now optional.
combined with a fun gameplay, it should be a great experience for all. bus simulator 21 looks

amazing and is still fun to drive, though the controls still need work. the physics-based steering
mechanic is not very realistic and feels incredibly clunky. this mechanic is used a lot when driving a

bus. besides authentic indonesian locations, the game also gives you the ability to customize the bus
almost anything. from how the seats looks like, the way the driver sits, and the lighting inside. it is

also possible to personalize the bus with your favorite color and logo. with bus simulator 21, you can
now go to any places and travel at your own pace. thanks to the seamless gameplay, you will never
forget the travel. with bus simulator 21, you also have the chance to play the passenger by allowing

them to sit in the bus. by changing the seats' position and size, you can also make them or the
driver's seat appear larger. you can also sit together as a family and travel together. bus simulator
21 will also feature the new dynamic weather system. so stay updated on this world and check the
map for the upcoming weather that will greatly affect your bus’ performance. also, don’t forget to

wear your sneakers in time, because bus simulator 21 also feature race mode and friendly
competition.
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requires you to be connected to
the internet to work. to play

offline, you need to download the
game before you play. when you

play, you'll need to connect to the
internet, and download any new
updates. you can also check bus

simulator indonesia for updates by
accessing the app store or google
play on your device. the game was

developed using the unity game
engine. this is a game engine that

allows the developers to create
games for various mobile devices

and platforms using this engine. as
a free-to-play game, bus simulator
indonesia currently offers only a
single mode. you can choose to

play in manual or automatic mode.
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in manual mode, you need to do
everything manually. you can set
your speed, turn, and brake when
you drive. you can also set your

route using the in-game map. you
can choose the route you want to
drive based on your preferences.

in automatic mode, the game
offers three options for you to

choose from. you can choose the
routes that you want to drive. you
can choose the routes based on

your preferences or based on the
routes you have already driven.

your speed is set by the game. the
game is currently available in

indonesia. if you want to play it,
you need to download and install
the game on your smartphone or
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tablet. the game is also available
for download via other platforms

like ios, android, and windows
phone. once you have downloaded
the game, you will need to install it

on your device. to install the
game, first, open the google play

store on your device. open the
store, search for “bus simulator
indonesia”, and tap on the bus
simulator indonesia app to start

installing it. the game is currently
free of charge and has no ads

while you play. there are no in-app
purchases, but you can unlock
additional features using in-app

purchases. 5ec8ef588b
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